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another's necks and all took up the ciy : " Christ is risen ! "
And whoever on this holy night in Russia meets a fellow-
being, embraces him and exclaims : " Christ is risen ! "   On
that night there arc no differences between Christian and
Christian—the grand-duke embraces the beggar, the grand-
duchess the peasant-girl—all are equal, for Christ has risen, „ ,
But this dream of human equality passes, as soon as the last
star has gone out and the last flares in the Petersburg streets
are extinguished. , . .
On the Countess's table, which is heavily laden with books,
lie the reminiscences of Princess Wolkonski.    M. de Witte
made her a gift of this book, which is written in Russian but
also contains a French translation.  The Countess tells of the
terrible sufferings of this Russian princess, who courageously
followed into exile in Siberia her husband, who was involved
in the Dekabrist conspiracy of the high nobility, and there,
in the full bloom of her young womanhood, remained as a
faithful nurse at his side in an almost airless, lightless room.
The Biilows like to remember their friendship with Witte,
who on his longer visits usually took his meals with them.
In this way the dullness of the purely business side of the
treaty negotiations was to some extent relieved^ and a personal
.   friendship was established between the two great statesmen,
When there had been enough bargaining, on the German
side for reduction of the Russian industrial duties, and on the
Russian side for reduction of the German agricultural duties,
they fell to discussing general topics.   In these discussions
Billow, stimulating Witte's loquacity by lavish compliments,
contrived to learn more from the Russian than the Russian
did from him.  At that time Lamsdorff was Foreign Minister
and Witte President of the Committee of Ministers.   But in
the freedom of conversations conducted in the presence of
the hostess and the highly distinguished and tactful Hetr von
Below, Witte let fall many a remark concerning Russian
policy, the mentality of the Czat, Czarina, Dowager Czarina,
Czarevitch and this or that grand-duke, or concerning the
illusions of the Generalissimo Kuropatkin in the war with
Japan, the ambition and hopes of Isvolsky, the baneftxl
influence of State Secretary Besobrasov, Admiral Alexeiev
and Gtand-Duke Alexander Michailovitch.   Each evening de
Witte became more open and confidential in his comments

